RELEASE NOTES
Release name
Date
Author

: augustus-2018
: 22-08-2018
: Martin Lingstuyl

Short description about the release
This release makes it possible to deeplink to a meeting in the participant app, for example directly
from a meeting request.

New functionalities
In this release the following functionalities are added:
Reference nr Description
0001
Deeplinking to meetings in the app.
0002
Added App Banner on Web app.
0003
Updated mobile support for IPhone X.
0004
Update ability to change preferred language in the participant app.

Solved issues
In this release the following issues are resolved:
Reference nr Description
0005
In some cases organizers where not able to delete meetings, tags or document
templates.
0006
Fix page freeze / timeout when redirecting from Outlook Add-in after having
clicked the ‘Use in Easy2Meet’ button without first clicking the Send/Save button.
0007
Add extra security measures.
0008
Fix issue with Outlook add-in in some cases throwing exception when updating an
existing meeting from Outlook.
0009
When creating a meeting from the Outlook add-in based on a meeting type. The
topics of that meeting type would not get included in the creating meeting.
0010
On the Android app, the black bar with virtual navigation buttons would overlay
the app after using the keyboard to sign in.
0011
In some situations not all comments would show on tasks and decisions.

Known issues
The following issues are already noted, but aren’t resolved in this release.
Reference nr Description
Work around
0012
The ‘Edit in Organizer’ button doesn’t
The user should first browse to the
successfully open the organizer in the
SharePoint site collection and open
following situation: when the participant
the Easy2Meet add-in.
has never opened the Organizer add-in on
the specific SharePoint site collection from
where the meeting originated.
0013
When creating an appointment in Outlook
The user should first click send/save
and clicking the ‘Use in Easy2Meet’ button
and only
(before clicking send/save) Easy2Meet does
not retrieve the meeting info.
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